
Cat Toys 

Pure    joy    of    play    -    Pure    joy    of    play    -    
how herbs affect catshow herbs affect cats

MADE WITH LOVE IN GERMANY



HELLO! 
„ I’m    Lucy,    „ I’m    Lucy,    

the cheerful cat from 4cats!“the cheerful cat from 4cats!“

„Cat toys from 4cats are filled  
with valerian or 4catsnip. Do you know why? 

 
I’ll be very happy to explain it to you  

on the following pages!“



„Valerian has a stimulating effect on us cats  
while also having a calming effect on those  

who open our cans. The scent awakens the playful urge  
in us little furry tigers and brings a new excitement.  

Our reactions include intensely licking the toy  
and rubbing our faces all over it.“

VALERIAN 

„ A herb that makes cats ha y!“„ A herb that makes cats ha y!“



„When we furry noses are given toys filled  
with 4catsnip we really enjoy licking them intently  

while purring with pleasure.  
The scent can entice even the quietest house tiger  
to play. So, if your cat is a little timid, you can help  

lure them out with 4catsnip toys.“

4CATSNIP 

„ Brings    a    new    excitement    „ Brings    a    new    excitement    
to us velvet paws!“to us velvet paws!“



PLAYTIME! 
„ The    best    part    „ The    best    part    

of my life as a cat!“of my life as a cat!“

„After about 10 minutes of lively play and cuddling  
I’m ready to take a short break.  

I’ll feel like playing with my scented toys again later.“



For young & old? 

„ There are rarely exceptions!“„ There are rarely exceptions!“

„Some young cats, up to the age of 3 – 4 months,  
are not interested at all in the herbal fillings  

along with some older felines who lose interest as they age.  
However, recent studies indicate that almost all cats  

do react to the scents, not all of them actively though.  
A passive reaction can be expressed by reduced signs  

of anxiety or assuming the sphinx pose.“



„So that the aroma of my toys brings me joy  
for a long time into the future, I take good care of them. 

 After playing with them I first let them dry out  
before putting them in an airtight bag or container.“

Durable 

„ If    you    take    good    care    of    it,    „ If    you    take    good    care    of    it,    
it wi  last and last!“it wi  last and last!“,,



MADE IN GERMANY! 
„ A     4cats    toys    „ A     4cats    toys    

are made in my hometown!“are made in my hometown!“

„My beautiful hometown is the ‘Copper Town’ of Stolberg.  
It’s here that all our toys are lovingly created  

and packaged to seal in the aromas.  
From here they start their journeys all over the world  

to bring happiness to cats everywhere.“

,,



4cats Heimtierbedarf GmbH 
Wallonischer Ring 40 · 52222 Stolberg · Germany 
Phone: +49 (0) 2402-974 35-0 · info@4cats.de 

www.4cats.de · shop.4cats.de

„ Get    in    touch    if    you’d    like    „ Get    in    touch    if    you’d    like    
to    know    more    about    the    to    know    more    about    the    
two    herb    fi    ings    and    two    herb    fi    ings    and    

the    whole    range    of    cat    toys    the    whole    range    of    cat    toys    
available from 4cats!“available from 4cats!“

Join our #4cats family online: 
 
 

4catsgmbh


